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Problem Statement
● End-users want to send files to each other
● Emails are limited to about 10Mb, as they have 

been for the past 20+ years
● The file sizes that end-users create keep 

getting bigger (4k video!)
● There is no standard solution
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Solutions
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Problems to solve

1. Upload of large files (restart)

2. Ownership/Responsibility of data

3. Discoverability/Embedability
– Disposition: attachment vs inline
– The virus-check / link follow problem
– Search: “emails with attachments”
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1. Upload of large files

● This is a general problem
→ httpbis?

→ httpapi?

● IMAP / SMTP doesn’t support it
● We’d love this for JMAP

– My blob draft allows server-side concatenation so you can duct tape it 
by uploading chunks and joining them server side, but it’s horrible.
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2. Ownership / Responsibility
● With “regular” emails, entire content is sent.
● Sender may keep a copy, but it’s not necessary for the protocol.
● iCloud gives an expiry date, others don’t even do that.
● Need a general way for recipient system to take a copy and tie 

lifetime to email lifetime.
● Centralised systems can upload and refcount, but email is 

decentralised.
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3. Discoverability

Gmail: 
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3. Discoverability

iCloud: 
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3. Discoverability

Outlook: 
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3. Discoverability
● Arbitrarily following links from emails is dangerous 

(GET side effects, content can change, timing/privacy 
leaks)

● Hard to know which links are “attached files”
● Lifetime uncertain
● Content can change after delivery (bypass virus and 

spam checks)
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Proposal
● Upload work – to one of the http groups
● Ownership/Discovery: new MIME type, something like: application/remote-

content
● Digest for content integrity protection and immutability
● Expiry timestamp tied to link
● UUID for deduplication and data lifetime
● Content-ID linkability within the message
● Recipient server SHOULD download a copy to virus check and then retain it 

for the lifetime of the email
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e.g.
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Conclusion
● Has this already been solved somewhere and I just don’t know where to look?
● Am I barking up entirely the wrong tree?

– I assume SMTP isn’t going to allow gigabyte files
– I assume users are going to keep wanting to email larger and larger files.
– I assume that email recipients want the lifetime of the files they have been sent to be identical to 

the emails themselves (so if they don’t delete the email, they don’t lose the file)
– We need this for calendar event attachments too… and presumably every other messaging 

system has the same problem.

● Is there interest in doing work in this space?
– What is a sensible group for it if so?
– Who wants to get involved?


